
Yosh.AI is an innovative technology company specializing in voice solutions based on artificial intelligence. Yosh

builds high quality AI voice assistant solutions for large international companies operating in the retail, banking

and insurance industries. We work with companies in Central Europe such as LPP (Reserved, Sinsay, Mohito,

House), CCC, Media Expert, as well as with enterprises in other parts of Europe.

Yosh has the status of a global partner of Google, with whom which we carry out many projects

together. We are also have having a strategic partnership with NVIDIA.

Our company is thea winner laureate of many prestigious international awards, including from

The AI   Journal "Global Excellence Awards" for "Best Use of AI for Customer Experience"

in 2021. Forbes UK named Yosh.AI the a company that will revolutionize the future of retail.

Our clients:

To fuel our further expansion and growth we are now looking for:

Backend Senior Software Engineer

The daily job of a successful candidate will focus on creating backend solutions for our voice and chat bots,

creating SaaS platform and internal monitoring/configuration tools as well as cooperation with external clients -

during products’ development. We are looking for an individual with at last 5 years of experience in a similar

position. The technical skills and knowledge necessary for this position are:

Technical requirements:
- Node.js with Typescript: 4+ years of experience
- Go +2 year of experience
- Docker
- Google Cloud Platform (nice to have GCP Certification)
- Knowledge of SQL and NoSQL databases such as: MySQL, Postgres, BigQuery, Datastore/Firestore

Knowledge of architecture of microservices
- Creating rest API services
- gRPC with protobuf

Tools:
- Gitlab, Jira

Other, non-technical requirements:
- Good command of spoken and written English (level B2+)
- Goal-oriented, independent, determined
- Proactive approach - thinking out of the box, can-do attitude



We offer:

● Competitive salary – adequate to the experience and form of employment

● Private Medical insurance (Poland only)

● A multisport card (Poland only)

● Flexible form of employment (b2b or employment contract)

● Employee Stock Options program

● Hybrid or remote location upon your choice (our office is located in the center of Warsaw)

● Training programs from Google

● Cooperation with  friendly, international team of energetic and open-minded people

● Opportunity for professional development in a deep-tech company, developing SaaS architecture and

Cloud solutions based on the newest technologies and frameworks

● Close cooperation on developing AI solutions with Google teams

● Informal work culture based on a passion for discovering new solutions, open communication, flat

structure

● Annual holidays regardless of the form of employment

We are looking for open minded, ambitious and positive people who want to grow and conquer the global market

with us and pave new grounds in the conversational AI area 🤩

If this sounds like something just for you, please send your CV to: careers@yosh.ai. Would you like to learn more

about us? - Visit www.yosh.ai.

http://www.yosh.ai/

